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QUESTION: 26
 
How do builders provide flexibility to portlet applications?
 

A. Builders encapsulate other builders to generate more flexible code 
B. Much of the code generated by a builder can be modified by other builders 
C. Builders can override methods called on other builders 
D. Builders can call methods on other builders to generate code 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to feedback
 

QUESTION: 27
 
Which of the following best describes a builder?
 

A. A plug-in that easily integrates into any Eclipse-based IDE, including Rational 
Application Developer 
B.  A container that holds all of the components that build the portlet application 
C. Reusable software components that automate code generation, and encapsulate design 
patterns and best practices 
D. None of the above 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 28
 
What is the JMS builder used for?
 

A. To create portlets that can send messages 
B. To create portlets that can receive messages 
C. To create portlets that call functions on the JMS API 
D. To create portlets that can invoke remote functions 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 29
 
Which of the following best describes how dynamic profiling works in Portlet Factory?
 

A.  Portlet Factory generates a new portlet with unique behavior based on the builders 
selected by the developer 
B. Builder input values are captured within profiles, which are applied automatically to 
the portlet to change portlet behavior 
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C.  Portlet Factory changes the code base of the application based on the values added to 
the builder values 
D. The developer applies profile values to the builder inputs which specify portlet 
behavior 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 30
 
What is the ruction of the Service Consumer builder?
 

A. To expose a service using WSDL to be used as a Web service 
B. To generate components to reference services defined in a service provider model 
C. To establish a service provider model 
D. To generate a stub of a service model 

Answer: B 
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